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Abstract. In the Physics class, performing laboratory work associated with the study
of the evolution of a thermodynamic system water-ice towards a state of equilibrium
is qualitatively influenced by the amplitude of the range of values which can be
experimentally attributed to the system parameters: temperatures and initial masses. In
general, the values of these parameters have inherent limitations due to the
experimental equipment of the laboratory where the study is being undertaken.
Overcoming such limitations and consequently extending the range of employable
parameters can be done by resorting to virtual experiments. Based on this idea, we
developed a LabView application that focuses on the study of phase transitions waterice far beyond the frontiers imposed by the initial experimental setup.
Key words: LabView application, virtual experiment, thermodynamic processes, state
of equilibrium.

1. INTRODUCTION

Physics is perceived by students as a challenging subject, since it is difficult
to construct the abstract concepts frequently encountered in the subject area.
Performing experiments is an essential part of the learning and teaching physics.
The combination of real experiments [1, 2] with virtual laboratories [3, 4] creates
many benefits, of which the most important is that we allow students to study a
physical phenomenon throughout experiment, model and theory. The physics
virtual experiments extends the domain of real experiments, efficiently completing
the array of wanted results there where the real experiment cannot work, for
technical reasons [5]. A complex graphic programming environment such as
LabView enables the design of didactically relevant applications for all the fields
of Physics, from mechanics [6–8], thermodynamics [8, 9], electricity [8, 10],
magnetism [11], optics [6, 8] to nuclear physics [12]. In this paper we focused on
the development of a LabView application in the field of thermodynamics, starting
from the following observations. The experimental investigations on the evolution
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towards a state of equilibrium of a biphasic system water-ice when the ice has a
low temperature (under –30°C) are not possible in a school lab because of the lack
of efficient cooling systems that would enable one to obtain such temperatures. In
this case, only the virtual experiment can offer valuable predictions on the final
state of the thermodynamic system, as the present paper attempts to illustrate.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Suppose we have a calorimeter in which there is a quantity of water mw and a
quantity of ice mi . The initial temperatures of these substances are t w and t i .
Once the thermic contact is established, there is a heat exchange between the
system components. As a result of this process, phase transformations S-L and L-S
(S – solid, L – liquid) start taking place until the state of termic equilibrium is
reached. We are interested in the final temperature of the system water-ice ( t fin ).
Because we are dealing with a biphasic system water-ice, we will use as a
reference the value of 0°C. Analysing the effects of the energetic exchange
processes occuring between these substances, we came across the following
situations:
a) Lack of phase transformations (the water does not solidify, the ice doesn’t
melt), the equilibrium temperature is 0°C.
b) The partial or total melting of the quantity of ice present in the calorimeter
having as a result the increase in the amount of water and a decrease in the
quantity of ice (with the same value);
c) The partial or total solidification of the quantity of present water having as
an effect the increase in the amount of ice and a decrease in the quantity of
water (with the same value).
Establishing with accuracy the final state of the thermodynamic system and
specifying its temperature can be accomplished by performing the energy balance
of the phase transformation. We will use the notations Q1 for the quantity of heat
transferred by the water in the cooling process until it reaches 0°C and Q2 for the
quantity of heat absorbed by the ice in the heating process until it reaches 0°C. We
have the following equations:

Q1  mw  cw  (t fin  t w )

(1)

Q2  mi  ci  (t fin  ti )

(2)

with t fin  teq  0C and where c w is the specific heat of water and ci is the
specific heat of ice.
The following situations may appear:
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Q1  Q2 ;

2.

Q1  Q2 ;

3.

Q1  Q2 ;
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Case 1: Q1  Q2 . In this case, the heat radiated by the quantity of water
(with the initial temperature t w ) which cools down to t fin = 0°C will be absorbed
by the quantity of ice (with the initial temperature t i ) which will warm up to t fin =
= 0°C. As a result, we have a biphasic system water-ice with the equilibrium
temperature of t eq = 0°C, where the final quantities of water and ice
( mwfin and mifin ) remain unchanged: mwfin = mw ; mifin = mi .
Case 2: Q1  Q2 . This case includes 3 possibilities, depending on the
quantity of melted ice mim through the absorbtion of the excess heat ( Q1  Q2 ) ,
according to the relation:

mim  ( Q1  Q2 ) / im

(3)

where im represents the latent heat of melting ice.
2a) if mim  m , the entire quantity of ice in the calorimeter melts; in the end,
there is only water left at t eq = 0°C: mwfin = mw + mi .
2b) if mim  mi , the ice will partially melt and the final quantities of water
and ice which are at t eq = 0°C will be mifin = mi  mim and mwfin = mw + mim .
2c) if mim  mi , the whole quantity of ice will melt and there will be an
excess of heat which will warm up the system until it reaches a final temperature
t fin = t eq .
The value of t eq can be obtained by solving the calorimetry equation. We
will use the notation Q1,c for the quantity of heat transferred by the water in the
cooling process from the initial temperature t w to the equilibrium temperature t eq
and Q2,h for the quantity of heat absorbed by the ice in the heating process from
the initial temperature t i to the equilibrium temperature t eq . From the calorimetry
equation:
Q1,c + Q2,h = 0
(4)
we have:
mw  cw  (teq  t w )  mi  ci (0  ti )  mi  mi  mi  cw  (teq  o)  0
(5)
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mw  cw  t w  mi  (im  ci  ti ) .
cw  (mw  mi )

(6)

In the calorimeter there will be only water with the mass mwfin = mw + mi at
the temperature t eq .
Case 3: Q1  Q2 . This case also includes 3 possibilities, depending of the
quantity of solidified water mws through the loss in the quantity of heat ( Q2  Q1 ),
according to the relation:

mws 

Q2  Q1

ws

,

(7)

where ws  im represents the latent heat of the solidification of water.
3a) if mws  mw the quantity of heat transferred by the water in the process of
cooling with lead to the warming up of the ice until it reaches t eq = 0°C; the
calorimeter will contain only ice with the mass mifin = mi + mws ;
3b) if mws  mw , in the end there will be a mixture of water and ice with the
masses mwfin = mw  mws and mifin = mi + mws at the equilibrium temperature

t eq =0°C .
3c) if mws  mw , there is a complete solidification of the quantity of water
from the calorimeter, the resulting ice having a final temperature of t fin  teq .
The value of t eq is determined using the calorimetry equation:

Q1,c + Q2,h = 0.

(8)

From this equation we have:

m

w



 cw  (0  t w )  mw  ws  mw  ci  (teq  0)  mi  ci (teq  ti )  0

(9)

mw  (ws  cw  t w )  mi  ci  ti )
ci  (mw  mi )

(10)

teq 

3. VIRTUAL EXPERIMENT

The simulation of these thermodynamic processes and the determination of
the final temperature of the system ( t fin ) can be accomplished using LabView. On
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the Front Panel of the application we have generically illustrated the experimental
steps together with a calorimetry diagram of a biphasic system water-ice. The
diagram offers clear clues on the evolution of the thermodynamic system until it
reaches the equilibrium temperature. On the Front Panel there are also the controls
for the masses of ice and water, along with the temperatures of these substances
(Fig. 1) and the windows with the experimental results associated with the possible
experimental situations (Figs. 6–12).

Fig. 1 – Front Panel of the LabView application. The colored versions can be accessed
at http://www.infim.ro/rrp/.

The diagram of the LabView application is composed of operators blocks and
decision blocks (Fig. 2).
The operators blocks perform the calculation of the quantities of heat
necessary for the cooling and the heating up to 0°C of the components of the
thermodynamic system ( Q1 and Q2 ). The decision blocks, composed of CASE
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structures, establish the execution windows depending on the value of the relation
Q1 / Q2 (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2 – Block diagram (operators block and decision block). The colored versions can be accessed
at http://www.infim.ro/rrp/.

Fig. 3 – Block diagrams ( Q1  Q2 ; Q1  Q2 ; Q1  Q2 ). The colored versions can be accessed
at http://www.infim.ro/rrp/.
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Other secondary decision blocks compare the values of the masses of the
melted ice mim and of the solidified water mws with the initial quantities of ice and
water and carry out the instructions from the corresponding windows (Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5).

Fig. 4 – Block diagrams ( mws  mw ; mws  mw ; mws  mw ).
The colored versions can be accessed at http://www.infim.ro/rrp/.

Fig. 5 – Block diagram ( mim  mi ; mim  mi ; mim  mi ).
The colored versions can be accessed at http://www.infim.ro/rrp/.
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4. VIRTUAL EXPERIMENT RESULTS

We designed virtual experiments for the following cases:
Case A. Constant initial temperatures ( t w , t i ) different masses of ice and
water ( mi , mw ).
The results are illustrated below (Figs. 6–9).

Fig. 6 – Initial values:

t w = 30°C; t i

= –10°C; mi = mw = 100 g. The colored versions can be accessed
at http://www.infim.ro/rrp/.

Fig. 7 – Initial values:

t w = 30°C; t i

= –10°C; mi = 100 g; mw = 1 kg ( mw >> mi ).
The colored versions can be accessed at http://www.infim.ro/rrp/.
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Fig. 8 – Initial values:

t w = 30°C; t i

= –10°C;
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mi = 200 g; mw = 100 g ( mi < mw ).

The colored versions can be accessed at http://www.infim.ro/rrp/.

Fig. 9 – Initial values:

t w = 30°C; t i = –10°C; mi = 3 kg; mw = 100 g ( mi >> mw ).

The colored versions can be accessed at http://www.infim.ro/rrp/.

Case B. Different initial temperatures ( t w , t i ); constant masses of water and
ice ( mw , mi ).
The results are illustrated below (Figs. 10–12).
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Fig. 10 – Initial values:
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t w = 20°C; t i = –30°C; mi = mw = 200 g.

The colored versions can be accessed at http://www.infim.ro/rrp/.

Fig. 11 – Initial values:

t w = 90°C; t i

= –5°C;

mi = mw = 200 g.

The colored versions can be accessed at http://www.infim.ro/rrp/.
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Fig. 12 – Initial values:
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t w = 30°C; t i = –15°C; mi = mw = 200 g.

The colored versions can be accessed at http://www.infim.ro/rrp/.

Naturally, the results obtained through the virtual experiment were compared
to those obtained as a result of practical laboratory work. We used different
quantities of water and ice and placed them in a thermos bottle with the capacity of
0.5l. As a thermical sensor we used a NTC thermistor, connected to the acquisition
device NIDAQ 6008, the values of the temperature being calculated with the help
of a LabView application (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13 – Experimental setup: NIDAQ6008, LabView application, thermistor, thermos, ice, water.
The colored versions can be accessed at http://www.infim.ro/rrp/.
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After filling in the results table, we noticed a very good degree of
correspondence between the two types of values, the real and the virtual ones. As
an example, we illustrate below an extract from a comparative set of values: some
measured directly, while others determined through virtual experiments (Table 1).
Table 1
Comparative results: real experiment and virtual experiment

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Substances
Water
Ice
Water
Ice
Water
Ice
Water
Ice
Water
Ice

Mass (g) Initial temp. (°C)
200
50
100
100
50
200
300
100
50
300

28
–10
17
–5
8
0
31
–3
14
–8

Final temp.
(°C)
(real exp.)

Final temp. (°C)
(virtual exp.)

6

5.45

1

0

0

0

4

3.31

0

0

5. CONCLUSIONS

This virtual experiment extends and diversifies the possibilities of
investigation in the field of phase transformations for the biphasic thermodynamic
systems water-ice. The LabView application we designed is developed on a logical
platform with two levels of analysis of the energy balance Q1 / Q2 and of the mass
relation mw / mi , thus fully covering the situations in which a thermodynamic
system may evolve towards a state of equilibrium. The graphic architecture of the
user interface enables a quick access to qualitative and quantitative information on
the energetic dynamics of the system and on its final state.
It was concluded that the developed virtual physics laboratory software is at
least as effective as the real laboratory, both in terms of student achievement in the
unit and students’ ability to recognize laboratory equipment [13, 14].
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